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Abstract. The snowpack is a complicated multiphase mixture with mechanical, hydraulic, and thermal properties
highly variable during the year in response to climatic forcings. Bulk density is a macroscopic property of the snowpack used, together with snow depth, to quantify the water
stored. In seasonal snowpacks, the bulk density is characterized by a strongly non-linear behaviour due to the occurrence
of both dry and wet conditions. In the literature, bulk snow
density estimates are obtained principally with multiple regressions, and snowpack models have put the attention principally on the snow depth and snow water equivalent. Here
a one-dimensional model for the temporal dynamics of the
snowpack, with particular attention to the bulk snow density, has been proposed, accounting for both dry and wet
conditions. The model represents the snowpack as a twoconstituent mixture: a dry part including ice structure, and
air; and a wet part constituted by liquid water. It describes
the dynamics of three variables: the depth and density of
the dry part and the depth of liquid water. The model has
been calibrated and validated against hourly data registered
at three SNOTEL stations, western US, with mean values of
the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient ≈ 0.73–0.97 in the validation
period.

1

Introduction

Snowpacks and glaciers provide water supply to more than
a sixth of the global population (Barnett et al., 2005). In the
western United States, the snowpack is the principal source
of water supply, since about 50–70 % of the annual precipitation in the mountainous regions falls as snow and is stored in

the snowpack. Snowpacks dynamics are strongly dependent
on temperature variability. Hydro-climatological data, relative to the period 1950–1999, indicate a decline of snowpack
in much of the western United States (Pierce et al., 2008).
Recent studies suggest that future scenarios of warming temperature will inevitably alter the distribution and magnitude
of snowpack in many areas (Barnett et al., 2005).
As a consequence of all these elements, modeling the
snowpack mass dynamics is of preeminent importance in
managing present resources exploitation, and one of the most
important scientific topics for future scenarios of resource
availability in cold regions.
The snowpack is a multiphase mixture of three constituents – ice, liquid water, and air – subject to climatic
forcings. The ice crystals are organized in cellular structures,
or porous matrices, which are the skeleton of the snowpack,
and principal responsible for its mechanical properties. Liquid water, produced by melting and rainfall phenomena, occupies the available spaces within the snowpack and modifies the properties of the solid structure (DeWalle and Rango,
2008). Snowpacks are characterized by a continuous alternation of dry and wet conditions, especially during the melting
season, due to thermal phase transitions. These changes of
phase complicate the theoretical description and the practical reconstruction of the mass dynamics.
In the literature, models representing the dynamics of
snowpack can be categorized according to the type of energetic description (Hock, 2003). Some snowpack models
(e.g. Anderson, 1976; Kondo and Yamazaki, 1990; Bartelt
and Lehning, 2002; Ohara and Kavvas, 2006) implement an
explicit energetic balance to predict snow temperature and
melting, whereas other models use the air temperature as the
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sole index to describe the heat exchange between the snowpack and the atmosphere, calibrating to this aim site-specific
parameters (see e.g. Ohmura, 2001). The former models provide a detailed description of the snow accumulation and
ablation dynamics, but they are characterized by a heavy
parametrization and require a number of input data. The latter
ones are surely simpler but also provide an approximated description of the phenomena, requiring usually less input data.
However, a re-calibration of the parameters is needed when
transferring the model to other areas. This fact represents the
main limitation of this approach (Bales et al., 2006).
Snowpack models can be also distinguished, according to
the number of layers considered (Vionnet et al., 2012), into:
(1) single-layer models (see e.g. Tarboton and Luce, 1996;
Jansson and Karlberg, 2004; Ohara and Kavvas, 2006), (2)
two-layer models (Marks et al., 1998; Koivusalo et al., 2001),
and (3) multi-layer models (see e.g. Anderson, 1976; Jordan,
1991; Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Zhang et al., 2008; Rutter
et al., 2008; Kelleners et al., 2009). The choice of a singlelayer, rather than a multi-layer, model is dependent on the
specific problem one wants to address. For the modeling of
avalanches, it is important a detailed description of the snowpack, layer by layer, and thus a multi-layer model is to be
preferred. On the other hand, for the evaluation of the water
stored within the snowpack, a global description can be sufficient and consequently a single-layer, or a two-layer, model
can be satisfactory for this purpose.
To assist decision makers in water resources management
and forecasting, a reliable description of snowpack mass dynamics is needed. As seen, this request can be addressed with
different models of various complexity. Typical input data
for a complex snowpack model are precipitation, air temperature, radiation, wind speed and humidity (Anderson, 1976;
Lehning et al., 2002). These data are usually derived from
manual measures or automatic weather stations (Lehning et
al., 2002; Fierz et al., 2009). However, the spatial frequency
of gauging stations is dependent on the area of interest. This
fact limits the exploiting of complex snowpack dynamics
models to limited areas. Therefore, simple models, with less
input requirements, are highly desiderable. To this purpose,
the direct characterization of SWE dynamics for regional hydroloy applications is rather difficult, especially at catchment
scale (Bavera and De Michele, 2009), since SWE experimental data are usually scarcer than, for example, snow depth
data (Mizukami and Perica, 2008).
An alternative solution is to estimate the bulk snow density which, together with snow depth, returns an estimation
of SWE. However, the temporal dynamics of bulk snow density are characterized by a highly non-linear behaviour, especially at the beginning of the accumulation season, and
at end of the melting season (Mizukami and Perica, 2008),
depending on the status of the snowpack, dry or wet. The
former status occurs principally during the accumulation season, while the latter one during the melting season. Estimates
of the bulk density of the snowpack are often operated via
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013

multiple regressions on variables including snow depth, temperature, site altitude, wind velocity (Meløysund et al., 2007;
Bavera and De Michele, 2009; Jonas et al., 2009; Bavera et
al., 2012), with values of the determination coefficient up to
≈ 0.70.
In addition, the modeling efforts have been concentrated
principally on dry snowpacks rather than on wet snowpacks,
as pointed out by Bartelt and Lehning (2002). An example of
some simple approaches is reported in Essery et al. (1999).
Therefore, the main purpose of this contribution is to
present the formulation of a simple point model which represents the dynamics of bulk snow density, snow depth and,
as a derived value, SWE. It is based on hourly input data
of precipitation and air temperature. To model the snowpack
evolution during its presence on the ground, liquid and solid
water contents of the snowpack have to be predicted separately (Kerkez et al., 2010). To this purpose, we introduce a
simple one-dimensional model where the snowpack is represented as a two-constituent mixture: a dry part including
the ice structure, and air; and a wet part constituted by liquid
water. The model includes mass balance equations of dry and
wet constituents, momentum balance and rheological equations for the dry part, and a simplified energetic description
of the snowpack. It results in a system of three differential
equations in the state variables: the depth and the density of
the dry part, and the depth of liquid water. With respect to the
existing literature, the model can be assimilated to a singlelayer approach when the snowpack is dry, and to a two-layer
model when the snowpack is wet, with a saturated layer at
the bottom as in the representation of Colbeck (1974). Since
late 1990, the SNOTEL (SNOwpack TELemetry) network in
the western US has carried out systematic measurements of
bulk snow density using the snow pillow technology. Data
are available at the daily and hourly time scales. We test the
performances of the model against the data of three SNOTEL
stations in both the calibration and validation phases.
The model can be adopted to predict SWE availability at
the point scale, or to check the quality of automatic weather
stations data (i.e. snow depth, snow density and SWE). The
results show how the model is able to predict the mean volumetric liquid water content of a snowpack without having
direct experimental measurements or using complex model
formulations. Additionally, the simulated variables are of interest also for remote sensing validation (Dietz et al., 2011).
The physical formulation of the model, combined to the fair
input data required, make the model easily applicable to other
sites even ungauged, overcoming the paucity of SWE data.

2
2.1

Methods
Definitions

During the accumulation period, liquid water is scarce, and
the snowpack is usually referred to as dry. Conversely, during
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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water with ρW = MW /VW = 1000 (kg m−3 ), and the bulk
density of snowpack with ρ = M/V . Consequently, ρ can
be calculated as ρ = (ρD hS + ρW hW )/ h. As range of variability, ρF ≤ ρD ≤ ρICE = 917 (kg m−3 ), and ρF ≤ ρ ≤ ρW
(kg m−3 ), where ρF is the density of the fresh snow (generally between 50 kg m−3 and 200 kg m−3 ). Accordingly, the
porosity will be calculated as n = (1 − ρD /ρICE ).
2.2

Fig. 1. Snowpack in dry condition (a), and in wet condition (b).

the melting season, liquid water is present and the snowpack is referred to as wet (Fierz et al., 2009). Considering
the snowpack to be composed by two constituents only, a dry
part including ice structure and air, and a wet part including liquid water, we will be able to follow the dynamics of
snowpacks in wet and dry conditions.
Let us consider a control volume of snowpack V , of unitary area and height h. Let VS be the volume occupied by the
porous matrix of height hS , VW the volume of liquid water of
height hW , and VP the volume of pores within the ice matrix.
Let n = VP /VS indicate the porosity, and φ = VW /VP the degree of saturation of the ice matrix. The distinction between
VS and V is necessary to correctly represent the last instants
of the melting phase before the complete disappearance of
the snowpack. In normal conditions, i.e. dry, sub-saturated,
and saturated, we have that V = VS . Figure 1 reports a sketch
of the snowpack in dry (1a) and wet condition (1b). During the last hours of the snowpack existence, the dry part
leaves space to the liquid part, which becomes predominant,
with V > VS . Then, from a general point of view, the control
volume can be expressed as V = VS + < VW − nVS >, and
similarly can be done for the height h = hS + < hW −nhS >,
where < and > are Macaulay brackets, providing the argument if this is positive, otherwise 0.
Let θ = VW /V indicate the volumetric liquid water content. Let MD be the dry mass of the snowpack, including ice and air, and MW the liquid water mass. Clearly the
mass of snowpack is M = MD + MW . Let us indicate the
bulk density of dry mass with ρD = MD /VS , the density of
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/

Equations of the snowpack

The dynamics of the snowpack are described through a set
of mass balance, momentum, energy and rheological equations. The equations are described in the integral form. We
simplify the energetic description of the snowpack as follows: (1) we assume that the constituents are in thermal equilibrium so that it is necessary to use only one energy balance equation. (2) Following Kondo and Yamazaki (1990),
we consider a bilinear behaviour of the temperature T (z)
through the depth z ∈ (0, hS ) of the snowpack (depth unit is
fixed in meters henceforth). If the air temperature TA < 0 ◦ C,
then T (z) = TA − aT (z − hS ) for hS ≥ z ≥ z0 , and T (z) =
0 ◦ C, for z0 ≥ z ≥ 0, where aT ≈ 0.033 (◦ C mm−1 ), and z0
is the maximum value of z characterized by a temperature
equal to 0 ◦ C. Conversely, if TA ≥ 0 ◦ C, then T (z) = 0 ◦ C,
∀z. Thus, the depth-averaged temperature of the snowpack
Rh
is TS = h1S 0 S T (z)dz. In this way, we use the air temperature as the sole index to describe the heat exchange between
the snowpack and the atmosphere (Anderson, 1976; Ohmura,
2001). It is important to highlight that this approach fixes the
temperature at the lower boundary of the snowpack equal to
0 ◦ C. This is supported by experimental evidence given by
Ohara and Kavvas (2006) and Zhang et al. (2008), confirming that the lower part of the snowpack can be modeled as
a thermal inactive boundary. No thermal exchange with the
ground is therefore considered. This assumption could not
be valid in Arctic or alpine tundra environments, as described
by Zhang (2005). The generalization of this approach in such
environments is an important topic for future studies.
2.2.1

Mass balance equations of the snowpack

The mass balance equations in the integral form, with respect
to V , for MD and MW are as follows:
dMD
= PS + F − M − S
dt
dMW
= PR − F + M − O − E.
dt

(1)
(2)

In Eq. (1), PS is the incoming mass flux due to snow
events; F, M and S are mass fluxes due to changing phase
phenomena, respectively refreezing, melting, and sublimation; while t is time in hours. F and M are the exchanging terms between MD and MW . All fluxes are measured in
(kg m−2 h−1 ). No mass flux of snow due to wind is considered in the model.
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013
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In Eq. (2), PR is the incoming mass flux due to rain events,
O and E are the outcoming mass fluxes, respectively, due to
water outflow and evaporation phenomena. We will consider
the case of a snowpack overlying an impermeable boundary,
horizontal or with a small slope. This is because it represents
the condition investigated in the case study: the snowpack dynamics over a snow-pillow. Consequently, as water outflow
we will consider only the water movement in the horizontal direction, or parallel to the impermeable boundary (slope
flow). We will assume also that the liquid water is accumulated in the lower part of the snowpack. The snowpack is then
characterized by two layers, a saturated one and a dry one, as
indicated in Fig. 1b. The water percolation from the top to the
bottom of the snowpack is not modeled, since it is an internal
flux with no effect on the integral mass balance. In addition,
as a first approximation, we will neglect the refreezing, sublimation and evaporation terms.
The snow precipitation term can be written as PS = ρF s
where s is the snow precipitation rate, generally expressed
in (m h−1 ). Following Anderson (1976), ρF will be considered a function of the air temperature only, TA , at the
beginning of the snow event, ρF = 50 + 1.7(TA + 15)1.5
(kg m−3 ), if −15 ◦ C ≤ TA ≤ 2 ◦ C, and ρF = 50 (kg m−3 ) if
TA < −15 ◦ C. The term of liquid precipitation is written as
PR = ρW p where p is the rain rate, expressed in (m h−1 ).
The melting term can be expressed, following a
temperature-index approach (Ohmura, 2001), as M =
ρD I (TA , MD )[a + b(TA − Tτ )], where I (-) is the product of
a binary function equal to 1 if {TA ≥ Tτ } and of a function of
MD which tends to 0 with MD . a (m h−1 ) and b (m h−1 ◦ C−1 )
are two parameters, and Tτ is a temperature threshold. Tτ
is usually assumed equal to 0 ◦ C. The snowpack dynamics
could be better represented by adopting different thresholds
to reproduce the thermal inertia of the snowpack, which is
usually defined as cold content (e.g. van den Broeke et al.,
2010 or DeWalle and Rango, 2008). Nonetheless, as a first
approximation, we assume Tτ = 0 ◦ C. Physically, a is the
melting coefficient at TA = Tτ , while b represents the increase of ablation with the temperature. The parameter b is
also known as a degree-hour factor. The temperature-index
approach has been widely applied in the literature. Examples
include Anderson (1976) and Hock (1999). Many literature
reviews demonstrate that degree-day methods work well over
long time periods, Hock (2003).
The water outflow, O, depends on the hydraulic properties of the snowpack, which change significantly during
the melting season (DeWalle and Rango, 2008). When water moves through the melting snowpack, many observations
have shown the existence of preferential flow channels in
horizontal and vertical directions (Gerdel, 1954; Marsh and
Woo, 1984; Schneebeli, 1995). Thus, the hydraulic motion
of water through the snowpack is both a “matrix flow” and
a “preferential flow” (Waldner et al., 2004) in proportions
that depend on the liquid water content. However, since this
is still an open issue, here, as a first representation of the
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013

phenomenon, we model the water outflow through a kinematic wave approximation following Nomura (1994) and
Singh (2001). In particular we assume that O = cρW θ hdW for
θ > θr , otherwise 0, where c (m−1 h−(d−1) ) and d are two
constants, and θr is the residual water content (value under
which the residual amount of liquid water is retained into the
ice matrix and only vapour exchanges occur). The residual
water content is calculated as θr = FC ρD /ρW where FC is the
mass of water that can be retained per mass of dry snow, assumed equal to 0.02, according to Tarboton and Luce (1996)
and Kelleners et al. (2009). The coefficient c is a site-specific
parameter depending on factors like slope and altitude of the
site. For the exponent d, Nomura (1994) proposed d = 1.25,
a value that we will use henceforth. Since MD = ρD hS and
MW = ρW hW , after some algebra, Eqs. (1–2) can be written
as follows:
hS dρD ρF
dhS
=−
+
s − I (TA , hS )(a + b(TA − Tτ )) (3)
dt
ρD dt
ρD
ρD
dhW
=p+
I (TA , hS )(a + b(TA − Tτ )) − cθ hdW .
(4)
dt
ρW
I (TA , hS ) is the product of a binary function equal to 1 if
{TA ≥ Tτ } and of a function of hS which tends to 0 with hS ,
hS
hS +k .
2.2.2

Momentum balance and rheological equations of
the snowpack

The momentum balance equation in the integral form, for the
dry phase of height hS , is as follows:
σ − ρD ghS = 0,

(5)

where σ is the vertical stress at the bottom of the ice matrix, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Equation (5) is
obtained assuming quasi-static conditions of the snowpack.
Maxwell’s law is assumed to describe the rheological equation linking the vertical stress σ to the vertical viscous strain
rate ˙ , η = σ˙ , where η is the coefficient of viscosity (Mellor, 1975). The vertical deformation rate can be expressed as
a function of the density of ice matrix (Kojima, 1967), i.e.
˙ = ρ1D dρdtD . Substituting these last equations in Eq. (5), we
obtain the following:
dρD
dt

=
comp

ρD2 ghS
.
η

(6)

Equation (6) models the dynamics of the bulk density of
a dry constituent due to compaction, neglecting the contribution of metamorphisms, whose effects are hardly traceable using a one (or two)-layer approach. The coefficient η
is the product of two components: one due to compaction
effect, ηC , and the other to temperature change, ηT . Following Kojima (1967), ηC can be expressed as an exponential
function of the snow density, i.e. ηC ∝ ek0 ρD where k0 is a
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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constant. Similarly, following Mellor (1975), ηT can be expressed as ηT ∝ e[k1 (Tτ −TS )] , where k1 is a constant, and TS
(◦ C) is the temperature of the snowpack, derived using the
simple description cited before. Consequently, Eq. (6) can
be written, after Kongoli and Bland (2000), Ohara and Kavvas (2006) and Zhang et al. (2008), as follows:
dρD
dt

= c1 ρD2 hS e(0.08(TS −Tτ )−0.021ρD ) ,

(7)

comp

where c1 = 0.001 (m2 h−1 kg−1 ). Equation (7) represents the
time evolution of ρD as consequence of compaction. This approach neglects the effect of interstitial liquid water on compaction, although many literature contributions show that
snow constitutive behaviour changes with increasing the liquid content (see, e.g. Marshall et al., 1999; Izumi and Akitaya, 1985). Nonetheless, the snow pillow data do not allow
for distinguishing between the effects of pore saturation and
compaction on ρ.
The temporal derivative of ρD can be written as follows:
d (MD /VS )
1 dMD MD dVS
dρD
=
=
− 2
.
dt
dt
VS dt
VS dt

VS

variation of ρD is due only to the variation of the volume
of the dry constituent, as it happens in compaction when no
snow events occur. Equation (8) includes as a particular case
Eq. (7). Snow events entail variations of both mass and volume of the dry constituent. From Eq. (8), it is possible to
show that the temporal variability of ρD due to a snow event
is dρdtD = ρhFS s − ρhDS s. A similar result is also reported in Ohara
and Kavvas (2006). Here we assume that melting phenomena occur at ρD = const, i.e. mass variations balance volume
variations. Consequently, Eq. (8) can be written as follows:
dρD
(ρF − ρD )
= c1 hS ρD2 e(0.08(TS −Tτ )−0.021ρD ) +
s.
dt
hS

(9)

Equations (3), (4), (9) represent a system of three differential equations in the three state variables hS , hW , and ρD ,
forced by the meteorological variables (p, s, TA ) and with
a parsimonious parametrization: three parameters have to be
calibrated, a, b, and c. The other parameters (c1 , d, Tτ , FC )
are fixed. Once solving the system of Eqs. (3), (4), and (9),
we can obtain the dynamics of the other variables of interest
and in particular the bulk density of the snowpack ρ.
Numerical integration

The system of Eqs. (3), (4), and (9) has been solved numerically using the forward Euler finite-difference scheme.
A fixed time step, 1t, of one hour (congruent with the data
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/

series resolution) has been used. The modeled values of the
state variables at the time instant t + 1 have been calculated
using values at the previous time step t, and considering that
the time derivatives are calculated as (f (t + 1) − f (t))/1t,
where f = hS , hW , ρD . As initial values, we set the state variables hS and hW at zero, if at the beginning of the first water
year no snowpack is present, as in the case of seasonal snowpacks, and the calculation of dry density has been conditioned to the existence of snowpack, i.e. hS > 0. Equation (9)
is not defined for hS = 0, as already pointed out by Ohara and
Kavvas (2006). To avoid this inconvenience, the second term
F (t)−ρD (t))
of Eq. (9) is calculated as (ρ
hS (t)+s(t)1t s(t). Note that, in this
way, on the one hand it is possible to evaluate the new snow
event effect on the density dynamics with an updated snow
depth, and on the other hand it is possible to keep the benefits of an explicit finite-difference scheme. Clearly an implicit
scheme could provide a more accurate evaluation of the dynamics, but with longer computation times. Thus, we obtain
simulated time series of the variables hS , hW , and ρD . From
this we calculate time series of h, ρ, and SWE, which can be
compared with observed data.

(8)

From Eq. (8), it is possible to see how the temporal variability of ρD is the sum of two terms: the first one depending on the dry mass variation, and the second one on the dry
dρD
MD dVS
D
volume variation. If dM
dt = 0, then dt = − 2 dt and the

2.3
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3
3.1

Data and Results
SNOTEL network

SNOTEL (SNOwpack TELemetry) is a network of roughly
750 automatic snow stations which covers 13 states of the
western United States, from Alaska to the southern states
of California, Arizona and New Mexico. This network has
been installed and maintained by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) since the beginning of the twentieth century. We have decided to test the model against
SNOTEL data because of the abundant information available and the wide distribution of stations and data series.
All the information used here have been verified at http:
//www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snow/ and by contacting directly
SNOTEL staff. Each station provides measurements of snow
water equivalent, snow depth, air temperature and total precipitation. Additionally, many other variables of interest are
sometimes collected, such as air humidity and pressure, soil
temperature, wind direction and velocity. Unfortunately no
measurement of liquid water content is available at the SNOTEL gauges.
Each site of SNOTEL network is equipped with a snow
pillow for the measurement of SWE and an ultrasonic device for snow depth. The air temperature is measured by a
thermistor, while the total precipitation is held inside an automatic precipitation gauge. The snow depth sensor is also
furnished with an additional temperature probe, which measures air temperature and therefore adjusts the measured distance of the target by compensating the variation of the speed
of sound caused by temperature variations. The data resolution is of 0.1 inch (i.e. 2.45 mm) for SWE and precipitation
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013
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data, 1 inch (i.e. 2.45 cm) for snow depth, and 0.1 ◦ C for air
temperature. Daily data of SWE and precipitation systematically receive quality checks by SNOTEL technicians, and
many works have demonstrated the good quality of these
data (see, e.g. Serreze et al., 1999). On the other hand, hourly
data are not subjected to any systematic quality check (SNOTEL staff, personal communications, 2011). Consequently,
errors may affect the latter type of data series: they include
missing data, fluctuations due to temperature effects (both for
pressure transducer based measurements and for snow depth
data), or errors due to instrumentation leaks, which have limited their use in the past. However, since the hourly resolution
is more adequate than the daily one to represent the temporal variability of snowpack processes and forcings, we will
consider hourly data.
3.2

Case study

As case study we have considered three weather stations
of the SNOTEL network: (S1) Thunder Basin station (ID =
817) in Washington, 48◦ 310 N, 120◦ 590 W, with an altitude of
1300 m a.s.l.; (S2) Brooklyn Lake station in Wyoming (ID =
367), 41◦ 220 N, 106◦ 140 W, with an altitude of 3100 m a.s.l.;
and (S3) Middle Fork Camp station (ID = 1014) in Colorado, 39◦ 360 N, 106◦ 310 W, with an altitude of 2700 m a.s.l.
In these locations, the precipitation regime is characterized
by a winter maximum and a summer minimum with a maximum in snow accumulation during spring. Hourly data of
air temperature TA , accumulated precipitation, h and SWE
are available. We have selected data covering the period
1 October 2007–30 September 2011 at S1, 1 October 2006–
30 September 2011 at S2, and 1 October 2001–30 September 2007 for S3 (see http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snow/).
As for S3, the Water Year (WY) 2005 has been eliminated
because of the presence of great noise in the data. We selected these intervals of observation because these years do
not suffer technical problems like (1) presence of periods
when data are available but only at a coarser resolution, or
(2) significant percentage of lacking data. As for S3, some
problems occurred in the data series of WY 2002, as confirmed by contacting SNOTEL staff. The interpretation of
this interval of data is quite problematic since Colorado experienced a spatially irregular drought during the Water Year
2002 (Pielke et al., 2005). Nevertheless, this site is interesting
since it presents hourly data of the variables of interest both
in 2002 and 2003, years in which data of liquid water content
(θ) have been collected in the surroundings within the NASA
Cold Land Processes Experiment (CLPX 2002/2003), (Elder
et al., 2008). These data can allow for validating our results.
Therefore, we opted for also considering Water Year 2002
because of the difficulty in finding data at the hourly resolution for that period in other stations close to the CLPX.
In the considered periods, the mean winter temperature is
equal to 0.17 ◦ C at S1, −3.34 ◦ C at S2, and −3.8 ◦ C at S3,
while the maximum snow depth and SWE observed are, reThe Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013

spectively, 2.72 m and 970 mm at S1, 2.9 m and 1087 mm at
S2, and 1.65 m and 1170 mm at S3.
3.3

Data editing

In the model (Eqs. 3, 4, and 9), inputs of TA and P are used.
Air temperature is used to infer snow temperature, while P
is edited to obtain mass input data series.
Data underwent a process of editing to remove any missing, or wrong, data which could affect the simulation. As
for air temperature, any missing data have been removed, replacing them with the value registered at the previous hour.
Snow depth data have been also filtered: (i) negative values of h were eliminated, (ii) absolute hourly variations of h
greater than 60 cm were removed, (iii) positive (negative) increments of h followed by negative (positive) values of equal
entity were considered erroneous and removed, (iv) any snow
depth increment between June and October (not included)
has been considered erroneous and removed, and (v) a temperature filter has been applied to remove flutter phenomena. This filtering operation is intended to remove the frequent little instrumental oscillations of snow depth data (at
the hourly scale) caused by quick air temperature variations.
As a consequence, the filter bases on the hypothesis that temperature fluctuations and snow depth oscillations are related.
Any snow depth variation which is contemporaneous to a
strong temperature excursion is therefore eliminated. The filtering operation has led to discharge 10 % of data at S1, 7 %
at S2, and 7 % at S3. As for total precipitation, any negative value and any negative variation has been eliminated,
while any negative value of SWE has been replaced by the
value registered at the previous hour. Precipitation data input are obtained from the time series of cumulative precipitation, measured in mm of water equivalent, for rain (p) and
from the time series of snow depth for snow (s). As for solid
events, we have assumed that each hourly positive difference
in snow depth data corresponds to a solid event. As for rain,
daily increments of total precipitation have been computed
and compared with the total daily inputs (in mm of water
equivalent) of solid precipitation. Any positive difference between the two data has been considered as rain and inserted
in the model at the end of the day. Here we have considered
the precipitation data at the daily time scale as a control volume of the precipitation inputs (solid and liquid) calculated
from the hourly time scale data, thus avoiding the presence
of false events caused by sensor oscillations due to temperature variations. However, since solid and total precipitations
data are derived from two different data series, incongruities
can still occur even at the daily scale. As a typical case, total
solid precipitation increments could be greater than the corresponding total precipitation increments. To guarantee that
the total mass input in the system is equal to that measured
by the cumulative precipitation curve, we assumed that rain
can occur only if the modeled cumulative precipitation at one
day is equal to the measured one, or lower. In this condition,
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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the correct reconstruction of rain events could be slightly distorted, but mass input is imposed to be consistent with the
measured one. We found a rain/total precipitation ratio of
40 % for S1, of 3 % for S2 and of 30 % for S3 during the
year of calibration. Figure 2(3, 4) reports for S1(S2, S3) two
years of daily average of air temperature data in panel (a),
and precipitation data in panel (b), in terms of cumulative total precipitation, as measured by the rain gauge in black, cumulative modeled solid precipitation in red and cumulative
modeled liquid precipitation in blue. As for panel (a), data
have been reported as daily means because of visualization
reasons.
3.4

Model calibration

Model parameters (a, b, c) are calibrated using the least
square method on the first year of data at S1 and S2 (i.e.
2007–2008 for S1, and 2006–2007 for S2), and on the last
year of data at S3 (i.e. 2006–2007). The other years (i.e. 3
for S1, 4 for S2, and 4 for S3) are considered during the validation phase. In particular, snow depth data are used to calibrate a and b, while snow density data are used to calibrate c.
We found the following estimates a = 0.00011 (m h−1 ), b =
0.00043 (m h−1 ◦ C−1 ), and c = 0.17 (m−1 h−1 d−1 ) for S1;
a = 0.0001 (m h−1 ), b = 0.00052 (m h−1 ◦ C−1 ), and c = 1
(m−1 h−1 d−1 ) for S2; and a = 0.0001 (m h−1 ), b = 0.00026
(m h−1 ◦ C−1 ), and c = 1 (m−1 h−1 d−1 ) for S3. Estimates of
a and b are abundant in the literature (WMO, 1965; Braithwaite, 1995; DeWalle and Rango, 2008), while it is not so
for values of c. Generally, a and b are expressed respectively
in (m d−1 ) and (m d−1 ◦ C−1 ), and their conversion to hourly
time scale can be done considering 12 h as the effective day
time. For snowpack, DeWalle and Rango (2008) gave for b
the range 0.0002–0004 (m h−1 ◦ C−1 ), while WMO (1965)
the interval 0.000083–0.00058 (m h−1 ◦ C−1 ). For glaciers,
Braithwaite (1995) estimated a = 0.00025 (m h−1 ), b =
0.00067 (m h−1 ◦ C−1 ). Our estimates are very close to the
ones given in the literature for snowpacks, and smaller than
the estimates provided for glaciers, as expected. An estimate
of c is found in Nomura (1994), who provided a value of 1/6.
3.5

Results

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the comparison between data and
model for S1, S2 and S3, relative to the year of calibration,
and one year of validation. In particular, panel (c) reports
h, panel (d) ρ, and panel (e) SWE. For sake of clarity we
have reported also hW in panel (c), and ρD in panel (d). We
have calculated the Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient, R 2 , for each year, and for each of the three variables:
h, SWE, and ρ. For the year of calibration we found that, for
S1, the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient for the snow depth is equal
2
to Rh2 = 0.95, for SWE RSWE
= 0.98, and for ρ Rρ2 = 0.88,
2
while for S2 Rh2 = 0.91, RSWE
= 0.93, and Rρ2 = 0.97, and
2
2
for S3 Rh = 0.87, RSWE = 0.85, and Rρ2 = 0.73. For the
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/

Fig. 2. Meteorological forcings, and dynamics of depth, density and
SWE for S1 and two hydrologic years: 2007–2008 (calibration) and
2010–2011 (validation). (a) Air temperature, (b) cumulative precipitation, total observed in black, liquid modeled in blue and solid
modeled in red, (c) depth h in red modeled and in black observed,
and hW in blue, (d) density ρ in red modeled and in black observed
and ρD in blue, and (e) SWE in red modeled and in black observed.

years of validation, we have calculated the mean value of
2
the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient: R̄h2 = 0.89, R̄SWE
= 0.92, and
2
2
2
R̄ρ = 0.82 for S1; R̄h = 0.84, R̄SWE = 0.93, and R̄ρ2 = 0.97
2
for S2; and R̄h2 = 0.85, R̄SWE
= 0.73, and R̄ρ2 = 0.80 for S3.
Note that these values of the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient are
obtained keeping constant parameter values along all the
simulation period.
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Fig. 3. Meteorological forcings, and dynamics of depth, density and
SWE for S2 and two hydrologic years: 2006–2007 (calibration) and
2010–2011 (validation). (a) Air temperature, (b) cumulative precipitation, total observed in black, liquid modeled in blue and solid
modeled in red, (c) depth h in red modeled and in black observed,
and hW in blue, (d) density ρ in red modeled and in black observed
and ρD in blue, and (e) SWE in red modeled and in black observed.

4 Discussion
4.1

Model performances

The model presents good performances in both the calibration and in the validation phase in all the three sites. As for
S1, it is interesting to note that model performances in calibration and validation phases are quite equivalent, although
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013

Fig. 4. Meteorological forcings, and dynamics of depth, density and
SWE for S and two hydrologic years: 2002–2003 (validation) and
2006–2007 (calibration). (a) Air temperature, (b) cumulative precipitation, total observed in black, liquid modeled in blue and solid
modeled in red, (c) depth h in red modeled and in black observed,
and hW in blue, (d) density ρ in red modeled and in black observed
and ρD in blue, and (e) SWE in red modelled and in black observed.

a slight reduction in the average of the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient can be observed in the validation period.
For S2, we found that the performances in the validation
period are similar to the ones in the year of calibration, as for
SWE and snow density, while an evident reduction in the average value of the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient for snow depth
is noticeable. This can be explained referring to the fact that
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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Fig. 5. Comparison between measured data (black line) and four
different modeling approaches (A–D), at S1, in terms of (a) snow
depth, (b) snow density , and (c) SWE. In red the simulations using
the model developed in this contribute (approach A) are reported, in
blue the simulations of a dry snowpack model as described by Ohara
and Kavvas (2006) (approach B), in red-dashed line the results of
a not-compactive snowpack model like that reported by Perona et
al. (2007) (approach C), and in blue-dashed line the results of an
only-compactive snowpack, for which no effect on snow density
is accounted due to new snow events (approach D). In panel (a),
simulations of approaches A and B coincide.

snow depth is the state variable which suffers the effects of
data editing more than the others.
For S3, a backward validation in the period 2001–2006 is
performed to compare model predictions and the available
measurements of θ. Model performances are in this case a
bit worse than the ones at S1 and S2, especially for SWE and
density.
It is evident how problematic is the data editing, and how
little fluctuations can affect the correct simulation of the state
variables. However, R 2 values encourage the use of SNOTEL
hourly data.
From panel (d) we can appreciate the differences between
ρ and ρD . For S2, located at 3100 m a.s.l., ρ and ρD curves
are very close, except for the last part of the melting season,
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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indicating that ρD can give a good approximation of ρ during
the accumulation and in the first part of the melting season.
This is also supported by a small value of the average liquid
water content (over the year of calibration), equal to 2 %, and
by the fact that the condition θ < n is verified in 99 % of the
year. S3 dynamics are very similar to those at S2. The average value of the liquid water content is 2 % and the condition
θ < n is verified in 99 % of the year. On the contrary, for S1,
located at a lower altitude, 1300 m a.s.l., ρ and ρD curves are
in general different from one to the other, and in this case
ρD cannot be considered an approximation of ρ. In this case
the average value of the liquid water content is 4 % and the
condition θ < n is verified in 73 % of the year.
The results show how important the liquid content is for
snowpack global density predictions, together with a correct modeling of snow compaction and new events effect.
To support this statement, in Fig. 5 we provide a comparison between measured data at S1 and four different modeling approaches of snowpack dynamics, in terms of snow
depth (upper panel), density (central panel), and SWE (lower
panel). In red we report the model developed in this contribution (approach A), in blue the simulations of a dry snowpack
model as reported by Ohara and Kavvas (2006) (approach B),
in red-dashed a not-compactive approach like that reported
in Perona et al. (2007) (approach C), and in blue-dashed an
only-compactive snowpack, for which no effect on snow density is accounted due to new snow events (approach D). As
evident, the effects of these simplifications are different if
we consider either snow depth, snow density, or SWE. As for
snow depth, the results of A and B approaches coincide, since
the difference between these two formulations regards the
dynamics of the wet phase. On the contrary, a relevant overestimation is visible for approach C. This is quite obvious
thinking to the implications of neglecting compaction. As
for approach D, it is interesting to show that the simulation
results are quite comparable to approach A during the beginning of the accumulation period, while it fails afterwards.
In terms of snow density, the importance of accounting for
liquid water in snow density dynamics is stressed when observing the difference between approaches A and B, while
approaches C and D turn out to be both inadequate in modeling the complexity of snow density dynamics. Also, while
approach C results are unacceptable, approach D succeeds
in providing a broad prediction of snow density. This consideration partly explains the acceptable results of approach
D in predicting snow depth dynamics. In terms of SWE, approach D provides a prediction which is comparable to those
provided by A and B only at the very beginning of the accumulation period, while it fails afterwards. This is explainable
by addressing the previous considerations of snow density.
As for approach C, it is evident how considering a constant
snow density (as happens after the first days of the season)
leads to an overestimation of SWE. Therefore, this comparison demonstrates that the simultaneous simulation of the dry
and wet phases, together with modeling of compaction and
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013
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Fig. 6. Comparison between simulated θ at S3 during three simulation periods in 2002 and 2003 (blue line) and manually measured
values of θ at LSOS site, NASA CLPX field experiment (black
dots).

new events effect, is necessary to correctly predict mass, density and depth snow dynamics.
4.2

Liquid water content validation

To validate our results, liquid water content (θ) measurements are needed. According to Techel and Pielmeier (2011),
no reliable and automatic procedure of measurement of snow
wetness alternative to the manual one is available, so that it is
difficult to find hourly data of θ, which could in turn lead us
to calibrate and validate wet dynamics on real data. In fact,
SNOTEL network does not provide automatic measures of
θ to the final user. Therefore, as a first attempt, we consider
here some manual data of snow wetness collected in Colorado within the NASA Cold Land Processes Experiment.
We used θ data collected at the Local Scale Observation
Site (LSOS), 39◦ 570 N, 105◦ 540 W, during February 2002,
March 2002 and March 2003. These periods present an overlap with data at S3, which is 50 km distant from LSOS
site and at a similar elevation (roughly 2700 m). The site is
characterized by a flat topography, composed by a patchy
pine forest and a small clearing. The total area is roughly
The Cryosphere, 7, 433–444, 2013

equal to 8000 m2 . Data of snow wetness are available at the
http://nsidc.org/data/clpx/. Tha data have been collected in
different snow pits with a Denoth meter (Denoth, 1994). Pits
have been excavated both in the pine forest and in the clearing. Rough data have been edited by eliminating any negative
value, and averaging point values at the same snow pit, but
at different depths, to obtain a value which can be compared
with the θ values calculated using Eqs. (3), (4), and (9). As
a consequence, each dot in Fig. 6 indicates a different snow
pit, with an average value of θ. At a first glance, it is visible
how data and modeled values of θ are always of the same order of magnitude. The maximum absolute difference is equal
to roughly 2.5 %. The differences between experimental data
and the model results can be firstly explained by considering that measurements refer to different snow pits, which are
characterized by different covering conditions, and that S3
and LSOS site are rather distant. Secondly, these differences
could be also caused by refreezing, which is not considered
in this formulation, and which would decrease the modeled
value of θ during the night hours. This consideration explains
why model predictions of θ usually overestimate measured
data in panels (b) and (c). As for February 2002, panel (a),
the considered period of observation is too limited to infer a
solid conclusion. As stated by Elder et al. (2008), data refer
to a snowpack which can be considered as dry in February
and at the beginning of the wet period in March. Therefore,
it is possible to state that the model ensures good predictions
of θ in these conditions. This consideration is reinforced by
the fact that just a part of the real interval of variation of θ is
reported in Fig. 6. This comparison represents just a preliminary attempt to validate our results, since time-continuous
data is strongly needed, especially for the last part of the
melting season. Its development is a mandatory element for
the future of our work.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a one-dimensional model for the dynamics of a snowpack, with particular attention to bulk snow
density dynamics in dry and wet conditions. The snowpack
is represented as a two-constituent mixture: a dry part including ice structure, and air, and a wet part constituted by
liquid water. The model includes mass balance equations of
dry and wet constituents, momentum balance and rheological equations for the dry part, and a simplified energetic description of the snowpack. The model results in a system of
three differential equations in the variables, depth and density
of the dry part and depth of liquid water, forced by precipitation and air temperature data input, with a parsimonious
parametrization; only three parameters to be calibrated. The
model has been tested against hourly data registered in three
SNOTEL stations: Thunder Basin station for 2008–2011 period, Brooklyn Lake station in the period 2007–2011, and
Middle Fork Camp in the period 2002–2007. The model
www.the-cryosphere.net/7/433/2013/
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shows a good agreement with data of snow density, snow
depth and SWE, not only in calibration but also in validation
phase, with mean values of the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient in
the range (0.73, 0.97). Improvement of performances could
be obtained by including within the model refreezing, sublimation and evaporation terms. The model seems suitable to
predict the snowpack dynamics starting from hydroclimatic
inputs. The general good ability of the simulations in reproducing measured snow density confirms our preference for
an integral one-dimensional model, which avoids the local
incongruities in snow density modeling during the snowmelt
season, as pointed out by Koivusalo et al. (2001). This analysis will be extended to the other stations of SNOTEL network
in order to make other tests on the model performances and
to investigate the variability of the calibration parameters, especially for the site-specific parameter c. In addition, a more
extended validation of the liquid water content dynamics is
necessary and will be the object of a future study.
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